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HERCULINER Truck Bed Liners Dominate the DIY Category  
By Delivering Superior Performance and Consumer Popul arity 

 
 
(3/31/04)  In the six years since it created the do-it-yourself bed liner category, HERCULINER  brand truck bed 
liners has clearly demonstrated that it is the “Peoples’ Choice.”  After taking home Field and Stream’s “Best of the 
Best” new products award in 1999, HERCULINER has gone on to become North America’s #1 selling DIY bed liner.  
And now, the demand among Canadian consumers for a high quality do-it-yourself bed liner has led to growing 
distribution within Canada retail locations. 
 

The first widely-marketed do-it-yourself brush-on bed liner kit, 
HERCULINER  has succeeded by combining a unique high quality 
product with a number of marketing programs that no other 
aftermarket product can match.   
  
“When we launched HERCULINER, the DIY bed liner category 
didn’t exist,” said Jeff Stauffer, vice president of marketing for Old 
World Industries, the parent company of HERCULINER. “Since then, 
other players have evolved, but none have marketed their brands to the 
same extent as HERCULINER."  
 

“In building the HERCULINER brand, we tapped into the enthusiasm many truck owners have for their trucks by 
participating in events and venues where many truck owners attend,” Stauffer added. HERCULINER sponsors the 
Special Events Performance Series, the Professional Bull Rider’s Association, and the Extreme Team Monster Truck. 
 
Additionally, HERCULINER has gained significant exposure in the trade press, consumer automotive and lifestyle 
magazines and newspapers.  HERCULINER ads can be seen in Outdoor Canada  and other publications this year.  
“The response to HERCULINER has been phenomenal,” added Lynn Repak, brand manager for HERCULINER. 
“When we polled our customers, we found they gave it a 98% customer satisfaction rating. The survey questions 
pertained to both the ease of installation, the durability of the product, and the overall value of HERCULINER.” 
 
Brains and Brawn 
 
HERCULINER’s base is a polyurethane, the same base used in professional spray-on liners.  Its nearest Canadian 
competitors use a predominant epoxy base, which tends to be more brittle and crack under continuous pressure.  This 
is a key difference because HERCULINER’s polyurethane formula absorbs impacts, while remaining flexible enough 
to bend with the force of an impact.  In other words, "You get what you pay for..."  
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Another significant advantage that HERCULINER enjoys over competitors’ formula is that it uses virgin rubber 
granules to create a truly effective skid-resistant texture. Other products offer skid-resistance in the form of a foam 
filler, recommend mixing in silica or play sand during application for texture, or using a stippled roller to create 
texture.  
 
And speaking of application, HERCULINER is the only bed liner that can be installed in temperatures as low as 10°C; 
competitor products require application temperatures of at least 20°C. This is a big advantage for Canadian retailers 
because HERCULINER offers extended sales potential through more months of the year. 
 
Similarly, HERCULINER is a one part product compared to most two part processes, which means less mixing and 
stirring than competitor epoxies.  In temperatures above 20°C, the drying agent in two part products can also be 
problematic; as the agent is mixed all at one time, the pot life becomes too short to apply to the entire surface, 
especially when two coats are desired.   
 
Finally, the shelf life of HERCULINER is almost twice that of the nearest competitor- 2 years versus 1 year.   
 
More Applications Mean More Profits For Retailers 
 
Because it can bond to virtually any surface or material, HERCULINER can be applied to wood, metal, concrete, 
aluminum, asphalt, rubber, fiberglass, and most plastics, including PVC.  “In addition to being used for a truck bed 
liner, our customers have found alternative uses for HERCULINER around the home and garage,” Stauffer said. “4x4 
tubs, concrete steps, bass boat floors and trailers to name a few, have all been treated with HERCULINER to make a 
durable skid-resistant surface. This provides additional profit-making opportunities for our savvy retailers who 
promote the product for other uses.” 
 
Looking ahead, the bed liner and truck accessories market shows exceptional promise and growth; more than one-third 
of all vehicles on the road today are trucks.  Because truck bed protection continues to rank in the top two “after 
vehicle purchase” add-ons, bed liners are a common purchase for truck owners and a road to additional profits for 
retailers who carry bed liners.  As HERCULINER continues to gain acceptance and awareness through aggressive 
advertising and promotional sponsorships, the clear choice in bed liner offerings is HERCULINER.  It’s easy to stock, 
easy to sell, and it’s “as tough as they come.”  
 
HERCULINER is a brand of Old World Industries, a privately-held company in Northbrook, IL, which markets  
and sells automotive parts and chemicals in more than 50 countries world-wide.  Old World's other brands include 
PEAK Antifreeze & Coolant; PEAK Safety & Convenience Products; PEAK Winter Chemicals; SIERRA,  
the safer antifreeze; Fleet Charge fully formulated and Final Charge Extended Life heavy duty truck coolants; 
SmartBlade  Premium Wiper Blades; SplitFire Spark Plugs, Wire Sets and Performance Meters & Accessories. 
 
Lynn Repak                Jim Rednour 
Old World Industries HeislerGordon & Associates   
(800) 323 -5440 ext.2163 (773) 342-9900 ext. 230  
 
Retailers, interested in selling HERCULINER Bed Liners?  Contact the Canadian Distributor, Auto Facts, 
via phone at 204-237-3352, toll free (866) 892-3601, or at www.autofacts.ca/herculiner. 


